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ABSTRACT
While national and local governments increasingly deploy crowdsourcing in lawmaking as an open government practice, it remains unclear how crowdsourcing creates value when it is applied in policymaking. Therefore, in this article, we examine value creation in crowdsourcing for public policymaking. We introduce a framework for analysing value creation in public policymaking in the following three dimensions: democratic, epistemic and economic. Democratic value is created by increasing transparency, accountability, inclusiveness and deliberation in crowdsourced policymaking. Epistemic value is developed when crowdsourcing serves as a knowledge search mechanism and a learning context. Economic value is created when crowdsourcing makes knowledge search in policymaking more efficient and enables government to produce policies that better address citizens’ needs and societal issues. We show how these tenets of value creation are manifest in crowdsourced policymaking by drawing on instances of crowdsourced lawmaking, and we also discuss the contingencies and challenges preventing value creation.
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1. Introduction
National and local governments increasingly use crowdsourcing in policymaking processes such as legislative reforms and urban planning strategy updates. With crowdsourcing, governments seek to engage citizens in policymaking and search the crowd’s knowledge to improve policies. The government of Iceland, for instance, crowdsourced a part of its constitution
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reform process, and the government of Finland has crowdsourced people’s ideas and comments for several legislative reforms. In Brazil, the legislative bodies have used crowdsourcing in legal reforms. In Chile, non-profit organisations and governmental bodies have sought people’s ideas for a constitution reform process, receiving over 30,000 submissions. In the United States, several federal agencies have crowdsourced people’s feedback and ideas for their strategy reforms. In the local level of policymaking, cities are crowdsourcing residents’ feedback for urban planning strategies.

Crowdsourcing in policymaking is an open government practice in that it aims to engage citizens in democratic processes, and it also infuses transparency to government at multiple levels. The open government practices emphasise the principles of good governance, including inclusiveness, accountability, and transparency. About 70 countries in the world have joined the Open Government Partnership coalition, which requires the member countries to commit for increasing transparency, collaboration and participation in governance. As Beth Noveck pointed out, open governmental practices change the way government works. By applying developed communication technologies, an open government asks for help with solving problems, resulting in more effective institutions and more robust democracy. The format of open governance includes not only ‘the openness in information terms (vision) but also about openness in interactive terms (voice).’

While crowdsourcing has become a more common method in policymaking, a crucially important question remains unanswered: What is the value of crowdsourcing in public policymaking, and particularly in legislative processes? To address that question, we examine the value of crowdsourcing in policymaking in three dimensions: democratic, epistemic and economic value. We introduce a framework for analysing value in crowdsourced policymaking, and we also discuss the factors hindering value creation and challenging the realisation of successful crowdsourced policymaking processes.

The article is structured as follows: first the theory and practice of crowdsourcing in public policymaking and in legislative processes is reviewed. Next each value dimension is examined by using empirical instances of crowdsourced lawmaking as reference points and the challenges of value creation in crowdsourcing in public policymaking are elaborated. The article concludes with a discussion of the value creation dimensions and the future research agenda.

2. Crowdsourcing in public policymaking

2.1 Raw material for policy drafting

Crowdsourcing means an open call for anybody to participate in an online task. Crowdsourcing was initially coined as a term to describe a new method for businesses to source solutions and work from an online crowd instead of designated contractors and experts. Crowdsourcing is now widely used as a knowledge search and problem solving method in several realms, including crowdsourced research and design, journalism, design, citizen science, and crisis management. The crowdsourcer is the actor initiating the online activity, and the crowd refers to the participant population. In crowdsourced policymaking, the crowdsourcer is typically a governmental body such as a Ministry in the Cabinet or a planning department in a city or a non-profit organisation.

Crowdsourcing can be applied in several parts of a policymaking cycle: in problem identification and definition, data gathering, developing options and proposals, consultation, designing and drafting the policy, decisions,
evaluation and implementation.\textsuperscript{12} Figure 1 illustrates the role of crowdsourcing in a policymaking cycle. Crowdsourcing is typically applied in other parts of the policy cycle but not in the decision-making stage. Even though crowdsourcing was used in earlier stages of the policy and lawmaking process, it is still the elected bodies in representative democracies that decide about the policy, whether it is the Parliament in the case of legislative reforms or the City Council in urban planning policies. Thus, crowdsourcing is not a method for direct democracy, in which the crowd would directly decide about the policy, as is the case in participatory budgeting, another open governmental practice. Instead of transferring the decision-making power to the people, the goal of crowdsourcing is typically two-fold: To find relevant knowledge for improving the policy and to engage citizens in policymaking. Hence, crowdsourcing serves as a method for participatory democracy,\textsuperscript{13} engaging citizens in democratic processes between elections.

2.2 Crowdsourced microtasking, ideation, and deliberation

Crowdsourced policymaking processes typically proceed so that the crowdsourcer sets up an online platform for the crowdsourcing initiative. The digital crowdsourcing platform provides information about the policy and the crowdsourcing effort. The crowd is invited to participate by sending in ideas and comments for the policy. The crowd’s input is visible for other

\textsuperscript{12}For policy cycle, see Meredith Edwards, Cosmo Howard and Robin Miller, Social Policy, Public Policy: From Problems to Practice (Allen & Unwin 2001); Michael Howlett, Michael Ramesh and Anthony Perl, Studying Public Policy: Policy Cycles and Policy Subsystems (Oxford University Press 1995); Guy Peters, American Public Policy: Promise and Performance (Chatham House/Seven Rivers 1999).

\textsuperscript{13}For participatory democracy, see Carole Pateman Participation and Democratic Theory (Cambridge University Press 1970); Carole Pateman, ‘APS\underline{A} Presidential Address: Participatory Democracy Revisited’ [2012] 10(1) Perspectives on Politics 7–19.
participants to read and participants can often comment on each other’s submissions. Depending on the process design, representatives of the crowdsourcers, such as legal drafters, civil servants or other experts can be present on the crowdsourcing platform, interacting with the participants. The crowdsourcerer then gathers all the input and analyses it to be considered in policymaking.

Crowdsourcing can be used in policymaking as crowdsourced microtasking, crowdsourced ideation, crowdsourced knowledge, and crowdsourced argumentation and deliberation. In crowdsourced microtasking, the crowd is asked to conduct tasks that support policymaking, such as collecting data from the field or by reading documents, and then reporting the findings to the crowdsourcers. In crowdsourced ideation, the crowd is asked to submit ideas for resolving issues in policy. If the policy regulates traffic, for example, the crowd could be prompted to propose solutions, for instance about decreasing illegal riding in remote areas. The crowd’s knowledge can be ideas, solutions, or situated knowledge communicated through the participants’ experiences, and the knowledge can help the policymakers to formulate a stronger policy. In crowdsourced argumentation and deliberation, the crowd is asked to deliberate by exchanging arguments about a selected topic, as on dedicated deliberation platforms such as Deliberatorium, Consider.it, and Regulation Room.

The crowd’s input is typically used as raw material; the participants are not writing the policy – that remains the work of legal drafters. There have, however, been some attempts to introduce wiki-type large-scale collaborative writing of policies, such as Assemblyman Mike Gatto’s Wiki-Law project in California, or the Madison Platform for drafting bills run by a political think tank in the United States. The participation activity in these collaborative efforts has been low, indicating that there is a higher threshold for participation when the crowd is asked to write a policy – or parts of it – than asking them to submit an idea, opinion, or other smaller unit of knowledge.

Crowdsourcing is based on a self-selected sample of, typically, an anonymous participant crowd. Because of its self-selected nature, it is important not to portray crowdsourced data as ‘the public’s will’ or ‘public opinion’.

---


To capture public opinion, one should use random sampling to achieve a representative sample of the population and use standard polling methods. However, the standard polling methods are typically used when there is a limited set of options that can be presented to the respondents, such as candidates in elections. In crowdsourcing, instead, the goal is to find a wide array of options and solutions, not to set a predefined agenda as options.

To this end, what is the value of crowdsourced policymaking? Why would deploying crowdsourcing in policymaking make a difference to the crowdsourcers (civil servants, legal drafters, or non-profit organisations), or to the broader public or society at large? To address this question, we examine epistemic, democratic, and economic value in crowdsourced policymaking. By so doing, we create a framework for analysing value in crowdsourced policymaking, and we also discuss the factors affecting value creation and preventing value to manifest. The framework is aspirational, and the value creation can be fully realised only in an ideal crowdsourced policymaking process, in which all factors needed for value creation are present.

3. Epistemic value in crowdsourced policymaking

3.1 Experience and expertise-based knowledge

First, let us examine the epistemic value in crowdsourced policymaking. Crowdsourcing is primarily deployed in policymaking for its epistemic qualities, referring to its knowledge-producing properties. With crowdsourcing, the crowdsourcers — in policymaking, the crowdsourcers often are legal drafters or urban planners — can reach a large, diverse, and distributed crowd, which is asked to share its knowledge to the policy. Crowdsourcing thus has the potential for discovering knowledge that would otherwise remain unknown. Crowdsourcing hence extends the knowledge search from the usual group of experts to a broader group of people.

The type of knowledge that the crowd shares varies depending on the participant crowd. The crowdsourced knowledge is often experience-based, and to examine this notion in more detail, let us look at an instance of crowdsourced lawmaking in Finland. Here, the Finnish Ministry of the Environment used crowdsourcing in an off-road traffic law reform in 2013. In the crowdsourced process, the Ministry asked people to participate in the lawmaking process online by sending in their comments and ideas for the law.\(^{18}\) The participants shared widely their experiences with off-road traffic

and the law regulating it. Off-road traffic refers to motor-powered traffic beyond established roads, and in Finland off-road traffic is typically snowmobile riding in the winter and all-terrain vehicle driving in the summer. Some participants described instances in which the current law did not regulate noise pollution strictly enough, causing harm to them, hoping the law would address the issue. Others, meanwhile, shared their experiences in riding snowmobiles in different parts of Finland with varying snow conditions and geographical terrains, and they felt that the law did not take those varying conditions into account.

Similarly, in a crowdsourced Limited Liability Housing Company law reform process, organised by the Ministry of Justice in Finland, the participants shared information based on their experiences. The Limited Liability Housing Company law regulates all housing companies in Finland, that is, most apartment buildings, thus governing the lives of almost three million Finns.\textsuperscript{19} The Ministry of Justice in Finland launched a crowdsourcing process in 2014 to identify the main issues about housing companies and to find solutions to those. As a result of the crowdsourced knowledge search, the Ministry of Justice identified a solution to the problems in housing companies: policy implementation guidelines. When the drafts of the policy guidelines were ready, the Ministry also crowdsourced feedback for the drafts. During crowdsourcing, the online participants shared their experiences about difficulties in resolving disagreements in the apartment buildings and staying informed about upcoming renovations, among other important issues in their buildings. Crowdsourcing provides access to this type of experience-based information, and can thus help the policymakers perceive issues from the citizens’ perspective and better understand the conditions, as was the case in these crowdsourced law-making initiatives in Finland. Access to a broader spectrum of knowledge can also increase the legitimacy of policymaking, because the policy measures are based on a more complete picture of the issues.

Apart from experience-based knowledge, the crowd also provides expertise-based knowledge. Among the participant crowd, there are participants who have professional knowledge about the law and the issues it governs. In the crowdsourced lawmaking cases in Finland, among the participants, there were lawyers specialised in the issues that the laws governed. The experts cited existing laws and other related laws on the crowdsourcing platform, and thus presented the expert’s view to the crowdsourced initiative. However, the role and contributions of experts and non-experts are largely blurred in crowdsourced policymaking. While the traditional experts in

\textsuperscript{19}For more information about the Limited Liability Housing Company update in Finland, visit http://www.oikeusministerio.fi/fi/index/toimintajatavoitteet/arkielamaanliittyvatasaankset/uusiasunto-osakeyhtiolaki.html
law-making, such as lawyers, can draw from their professional knowledge and contribute with that, the so-called layman crowd has expertise based on everyday life and experiences related to the law. Both of these perspectives are valuable in policymaking. The layman crowd can also use similar means as do the traditional experts, such as citing the existing law, or referring to other countries’ parallel laws and sharing links to the foreign laws on the crowdsourcing platform, as happened in the Finnish cases.

In most crowdsourced policymaking processes, both the wider public and the experts are invited to participate — the call for participation is addressed to anyone who wants to participate. However, crowdsourced policymaking could also be targeted so that it could be open only for selected experts, or members of the public who are invited to participate. This type of expert sourcing (only experts invited) and public sourcing (the broader public invited) could be useful in cases in which the crowdsourcer wants to receive knowledge from a more narrow set of participants, or wants to differentiate the call for each participant group profile. However, if the goal is to diversify the source of knowledge, sourcing only from experts would eliminate the possibility of receiving knowledge beyond the pre-determined groups of experts.

Crowdsourcing creates epistemic value also through learning. The participants learn from each other when they interact on the crowdsourcing platform and read each other’s comments and ideas. This type of peer-learning can help the participants understand each other’s perspectives and experiences, and perceive value in others’ viewpoints. The participants also learn from experts, who are interacting with the participants on the crowdsourcing platform. For instance, in the crowdsourced Limited Liability Housing Company Law reform, the legal drafters, civil servants, and several interest group representatives interacted with the participants on the online platform by answering the participants’ questions. These types of interactions foster two-way learning: the participants learn from the experts, and the experts learn from the participants.

### 3.2 Determining the usefulness of knowledge

Crowdsourcing, to this end, has several points for epistemic value creation in public policymaking. Crowdsourcing can help civil servants in finding knowledge, which enables them in drafting the policy. Crowdsourcing can also foster learning among peers and experts through interactions on the online platform. Value, however, does not accrue automatically, but is contingent on several factors. The most important factor is the quality of knowledge
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that the participants can share. Quality, here, refers to the usefulness of the crowdsourced knowledge. The knowledge can be useful in several ways. It can be new, unknown information, which informs policymakers and the broader public or it can be already known information, which confirms the policymakers’ and the public’s understanding about the issues. The knowledge can also serve as a catalyst for further examination of the topic. In the crowdsourced Limited Liability Housing Company Law case in Finland the civil servants found the crowd’s submissions useful: the crowd’s knowledge helped them detect the causes for issues in housing companies, and with that information, the legal drafters were able to design and implement targeted policy measures for resolving these issues.

However, determining whether the crowdsourced knowledge has value in policymaking is somewhat subjective. Furthermore, the value depends on the crowdsourcers and their method of analysing and synthesising the data. Benefiting from epistemic value of crowdsourcing in policymaking requires further actions from the crowdsourcers. The crowd’s comments and ideas need to be analysed and synthesised before they can be used in the policy. This is a particularly onerous task when the amount of submissions is large. The crowdsourced input is often atomic, divergent, and heterogeneous in format and content: the comments and ideas vary from a one-line sentence to several paragraphs, and the content varies from very detailed proposals of how the law should be changed to more philosophical statements.21 To find out whether there is useful knowledge in the submissions, all the crowdsourced content needs to be systemically processed. This poses a challenge to the civil servants and other organisers working on crowdsourced policymaking. There can be thousands of comments from the crowd, and it is an overwhelming task for a handful of civil servants to process such a large amount of data. While the amount of submissions in crowdsourced policymaking often remains in some hundreds, there are several cases in which there are thousands and thousands of comments from the crowd. In the crowdsourced off-road traffic law case in Finland, there were over 4000 comments from the participants. In Chile, a non-profit organisation crowdsourced people’s ideas about how to reform the country’s constitution, resulting in over 30,000 submissions.

Therefore, to activate the epistemic value of crowdsourcing, there is a need to access a substantial amount of human resources so that the crowdsourced data can be processed and analysed in a meaningful way. Otherwise, the crowd’s participation hits a bottleneck, which is formed due to the lack of data analysis and synthesis methods, preventing citizens’ input from being

channelled further into the policy pipeline. The analysis of crowdsourced data often consists of categorisation of the crowd’s submissions to main and subcategories. This work is done by using manual coding methods. A part of the analysis process could be done automatically with Natural Language Processing (NLP) technologies and machine learning, given that these technologies can produce accurate results, and there has been some promising attempts in using NLP in analysing crowdsourced civic data.  

Without further post-processing of the crowdsourced data, the potential value that crowdsourcing holds as a knowledge search method for public policymaking remains untapped. Furthermore, the bottleneck in data analysis and synthesis creates a risk of the crowdsourced data not being considered at all.

But even if the crowdsourced data were processed in a systematic, structured manner, it is not guaranteed that they would prove to be useful in policymaking. There might not be useful knowledge among the submissions. This is one of the uncertainties of crowdsourcing as a knowledge search mechanism: the epistemic quality of the outcome is unsure. The empirical evidence about the epistemic value in crowdsourced policymaking is scarce. Aitamurto and Landemore show that deliberation and learning occur in crowdsourced policymaking, but there is not empirical evidence showing that there would be other epistemic qualities in crowdsourced policymaking. Related studies about citizens’ knowledge indicate quite the opposite: in these studies, citizens are often shown to appear uninformed, and cognitively even incapable of processing information about societal issues. Yet, these studies often measure expertise-based knowledge, whereas in crowdsourced policymaking, experience-based knowledge can also be valuable. However, to realise the epistemic value of crowdsourced policymaking, people who participate need to have a certain level of knowledge, whether it is expertise-based or experience-based, about the subject matter.

---


23 For deliberation and learning in crowdsourced policymaking, see Tanja Aitamurto and Helene Landemore, ‘Crowdsourced Deliberation: The Case of the Crowdsourced Off-Road Traffic Law in Finland’ [2016] 8(2) Policy & Internet 174–196.

4. Democratic value in crowdsourced policymaking

4.1 Transparency, accountability and inclusiveness

When crowdsourcing is applied in policymaking, democratic value is created in several tenets. Democratic value accrues as transparency, accountability, inclusiveness, deliberation, and empowerment in the crowdsourced policymaking process. In this section these aspects are elaborated in more detail.

Transparency is a core element in a functional democracy. Transparency has been shown to be connected to better and more efficient governance.\(^{25}\) In crowdsourced policymaking, transparency refers to both horizontal and vertical transparency. *Horizontal transparency* means the transparency between the participants on the online platform: everybody can see everybody else’s submissions, comment on the submissions and interact with each other. *Vertical transparency* refers to the transparency between the crowd and the crowdsourcers, who in crowdsourced policymaking are often the representatives of a governmental body or a non-profit organisation. Vertical transparency enables citizens to be informed about the ongoing policy reform and the issues they care about. Vertical transparency also provides further information about the policy and access to the responsible civil servants and elected representatives working on the policy reform. Typically, there is no publicly available information for citizens about ongoing policy updates, for instance about law reforms that would actively attempt to engage and inform the citizens. The public would typically hear the news about policy reforms only when a bill is discussed in Parliament or an urban planning strategy is debated by the City Council. Transparency in crowdsourced policymaking thus enables the public to take a role as active citizens and provides access to information about the policy and its reform.

Accountability is another key element in democracy, and it means that the authorities are responsible to justify their decisions and be answerable to the public.\(^{26}\) Transparency in crowdsourced policymaking can increase accountability as the public has more information about the policy and the reform process. The public has more means to contact the authorities and demand justifications for policy decisions, thus demanding answerability. Thus the public can hold the authorities accountable for their decisions, leading to a

---


more politically conscious and informed populace and accountable government.

Transparency is also a key element to another point of value creation in crowdsourced policymaking: inclusiveness. Inclusiveness is a core value in democracy. In crowdsourced policymaking a large number of citizens are invited to participate in policymaking — a process that earlier was largely beyond the public’s reach. Typically it is a handful of selected experts that participate in policy reforms, but crowdsourcing extends the participant pool to large online crowds, thus making the policymaking process more inclusive. A more inclusive policymaking process can translate to a more equal and fair policy, as there are more people whose experiences and concerns are heard and whose ideas are taken into account.

Furthermore, due to the transparency in crowdsourced policymaking and the resulting broad access to the process, members of the public can bypass traditional representative bodies, such as interest groups, and make their voices heard directly on the online platform. An example of such an instance of an unfiltered civic voice surfacing is the public awareness that occurred in the crowdsourced off-road traffic law process in Finland. Many participants felt that the main organisation representing landowners’ rights, the Central Union of Agricultural Producers and Forest Owners, was not representing their views, and the crowdsourced process enabled them to express their perspectives directly to the public without the union’s filtering. Later the union announced that it was also internally divided about certain issues, thus acknowledging the views that were expressed online. This is how crowdsourcing becomes a part of a deliberative system, a larger web of related deliberations about policy issues.

4.2 Deliberation and empowerment

Deliberation is the fourth tenet for value creation in crowdsourced policymaking. Democratic deliberation is ‘the public use of arguments and reasoning among free and equal individuals.’ Deliberation includes a reasoned exchange of arguments, and democratic deliberation requires equal standing among free participants (‘free and equal’) and the public, and a transparent exchange. In democratic deliberation, the free and equal participants
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27 For inclusiveness in democracy, see Iris Young, Inclusion and democracy (Oxford University Press 2002).
29 For deliberative systems, see John Parkinson and Jane Mansbridge, Deliberative Systems: Deliberative Democracy at the Large Scale (Cambridge University Press 2012).
engage in exchanging arguments and critical listening. Democratic deliberation enhances democratic values in society as deliberation leads to a more informed, active citizenry. Participants have a deeper awareness about societal issues and learning, and the participatory nature of the process enhances legitimacy of the decision. After deliberation, the participating public is supposed to be thinking about societal issues in a more informed manner than previously. Democratic deliberation takes place in crowdsourced policymaking, thus providing the value of deliberation in a large-scale online deliberation. When participants deliberate on an online platform, they learn from each other and hear new perspectives about the issue. Crowdsourced deliberation is a specific type of deliberation, combining the properties of crowdsourcing as a distributed, large-scale self-selected method with the qualities of democratic deliberation.

Lastly, crowdsourcing in policymaking creates value by empowering people. The transparency and inclusiveness in the crowdsourced process enables large masses to participate in policymaking, and the experience of participation can lead to a strong sense of empowerment, as empirical evidence from crowdsourced policymaking shows. The empowerment is a result of participants taking action on a topic that is important to them and is present in their everyday lives. In representative democracy citizens traditionally participate by voting for a candidate in elections, but with crowdsourced policymaking, they have an opportunity to influence an issue they care about, and be active citizens even between elections. Empowered, informed, and active citizens are the core property of a functional democracy. Participatory democracy is important for the legitimacy of a regime, the justice of the society and the effectiveness of governance. Crowdsourced policymaking allows members of the public to take action both individually and collectively; individually by sharing their ideas to the policy, and, as participation increases, it turns into a collective action that each individual is a part of.

4.3 Factors determining value creation

Crowdsourcing has several points creating democratic value. However, there are several factors determining the realisation of democratic value. For inclusiveness, there has to be a large enough population participating in crowdsourcing. This is to ensure the diversity of the voices and representation of, particularly, minority populations. However, because crowdsourcing is
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31Jose Luis Martí, ‘The Epistemic Conception of Deliberative Democracy Defended: Reasons, Rightness and Equal Political’ in S. Besson and Martí (eds), Deliberative Democracy and Its Discontents (pp. 27–57, Ashgate Publishing 2006).
always based on self-selection, representativeness cannot be ensured. The goal of crowdsourcing, however, is not to create a mini-public, a representative sample of the population, as discussed earlier. Meaningful deliberation also requires a sufficiently large participant crowd so that several arguments and viewpoints are presented and discussed. Vertical transparency requires sincere and timely communication and information from government and the provision of public access to the information. While the participants may feel empowered just by the act of participating in crowdsourcing, a more complete experience of empowerment requires an active feedback loop from the government to the participants, keeping the participant crowd updated about the policymaking process. Empowerment also calls for taking seriously into consideration the crowd’s participation and processing systematically the crowdsourced input, which is not always the case when open government methods are implemented.34

5. Economic value in crowdsourced policymaking

5.1 Knowledge for identifying citizens’ needs

One of the goals in crowdsourced policymaking is to seek knowledge for improving the policy. Traditionally, policymakers search for knowledge, for instance, by reading research reports, interacting with interest groups and hiring consultants to carry out research. With crowdsourcing, the policymakers have access to a large number of knowledge sources, to a distributed pool of knowledge, when a larger group of people in society participate in the policymaking process. The crowdsourced information can reveal the public’s needs in a more nuanced and informative way than other, second-hand, sources of information. Thus the policymakers can better detect people’s needs and implement policy measures that address those needs, and that is how crowdsourcing can make a policymaking process more efficient and the resulting policy more effective. For instance, in the crowdsourced Limited Liability Housing Company reform in Finland the civil servants in the Ministry of Justice were able to acquire information that helped them understand the most important problems in apartment buildings and thus craft policy changes based on that information. Accessing hundreds of people’s knowledge about the topic would have been otherwise complicated and unfeasible, if not even impossible, but the digital technologies empowering crowdsourcing made that possible.

Crowdsourced policymaking can thus be aligned with the theory of crowd capital. Crowd capital is an organisational resource, a form of capital that can facilitate productive and economic activity.\textsuperscript{35} In crowdsourced policymaking, the organisation is the crowdsourcer, often a governmental body, and the crowd’s participation forms the crowd capital. The content of crowd capital constitutes the information, data or knowledge to solve policy issues. As Prpic and Shukla\textsuperscript{36} noted, ‘crowdsourcing is well known as a distributed problem-solving and production model, where problems are broadcast’ to an unknown group of solvers.

The economic value of crowdsourced policymaking accrues in two layers, as we elaborate in the following. First, it offers decision makers’ information about citizens’ needs in a more efficient and complete way. In crowdsourcing, the government engages citizens and listens to their needs in a broader manner than before. This can lead to stronger social support and resources from the society, manifesting as volunteer work, donations and third-party voluntary monitoring of the projects in the policy implementation stage. Thus, the economic value is extended to the whole public service delivery process.

Secondly, when the crowd capital is harnessed for policymaking by using participants’ collective action and wisdom to work out the policy solutions together, crowdsourcing can help lower the cost of public goods provision for government agencies. Crowdsourcing provides a mechanism for collecting ideas from a diverse participant group, increasing the possibility for discovering innovative solutions and making the delivery of public services more efficient and cost-effective. Crowdsourcing was initially designed as a method for distributing problem solving and work for business purposes, and it has proven to be an efficient way to solicit solutions from the crowd.\textsuperscript{37} Thus, the same mechanism for benefiting from distributed problem solving can also benefit the public sector. Crowdsourcing can also enable the government to choose the optimal method for delivering public services. As the principle of the ‘New Public Management movement’ in the late 1980s argues, to make the government more efficient it is important to translate managerial ideas from the private sector to the public sector, for instance, the idea


of contracting out.\textsuperscript{38} Crowdsourcing is a form of contracting out, and it uses expertise from the broader public to break down complex policy issues and enable policy to be implemented in the most cost-efficient manner, potentially saving time, money, and resources for the government. Contracting out practices have spread widely among government agencies. As Freeman and Minow\textsuperscript{39} show, the federal and the state government in the United States have practised ‘government by contract’ in multiple public policymaking sectors such as environmental monitoring, military intelligence, and prison management.

\section*{5.2 Contingencies in economic value creation}

The economic value and the formation of crowd capital in crowdsourced policymaking are contingent upon the efficiency of the knowledge search and discovery process. To realise the potential for increased efficiency in policymaking, the crowdsourcing process should be designed and implemented to maximise the reach, the amount of input from the crowd, and, at the same time, to analyse and synthesise the crowd’s submissions in an efficient manner. That can be done manually, as did the civil servants in the Limited Liability Housing Company case, or, when the amount of material submitted is too large for manual processing, automated methods such as Natural Language Processing and machine learning can be used.

Economic value creation also requires a number of participants that is large enough to provide useful knowledge and solutions to policy and commitment to the policy outcomes. As Kittur et al.\textsuperscript{40} point out, ‘collecting input from only a small set of participants is problematic in many design situations’. It increases the possibility of bias which will lead to false conclusions. Thus, they recommend the model of virtual labour markets for microtasking, such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, as a paradigm to engage a large number of people at a low cost. Besides the participant bias, which might give policymakers false conclusions about what the citizens need, a limited sample of participants also constraints the knowledge creation function of crowdsourcing. Crowd capital requires that the number of participants should be sufficient for the crowdsourced knowledge to be diverse enough

\begin{flushright}

\textsuperscript{39}For contracting and outsourcing in governance, see Jody Freeman and Martha Minow, \textit{Government by Contract: Outsourcing and American Democracy} (Harvard University Press 2009).

\textsuperscript{40}For designing microtasked crowdsourcing, see Aniket Kittur, Ed Chi, and Bongwon Suh, ‘Crowdsourcing User Studies with Mechanical Turk’ (Proceedings of the SIGCHI conference on human factors in computing systems, pp. 453–456, ACM 2008).
\end{flushright}
to help the policymakers understand different aspects of the issues. If the number of participants is not large enough, the knowledge created might not be representative of the general public, therefore, increasing the likelihood of the policy to be biased towards certain groups in society. Moreover, the law of the ‘Economies of Scale’[^41] argues that when the scale of products is large, it brings a cost advantage since there is an inverse relationship between the quantity produced and the per unit cost. For instance, in crowdsourcing, the government has already spent the money to build the website for crowdsourcing and to conduct the crowdsourcing process. The more ideas they can receive from the website, the lower the per person cost of idea will be. As advocated by the New Public Management movement, the government should learn from business models how to maximise profit with the lowest possible cost. In the case of crowdsourcing, the profit is the number of ideas created by the crowd and the cost is how much money and resources the government has spent to establish the crowdsourcing platform and to conduct the crowdsourcing process. To reach the maximum profit, the larger the crowd, the more effective the knowledge creation will be. Therefore, the number of participants should be large enough to realise the economic value of crowdsourcing for the policy outcomes.

6. Conclusions

We show in this article that when crowdsourcing is deployed in public policymaking, there is a potential for creating epistemic, democratic and economic value. Crowdsourcing produces epistemic value by providing access both to experience and expertise-based knowledge of large, distributed crowds. Epistemic value is also created in peer- and expert-learning. Crowdsourcing creates democratic value by increasing inclusiveness, transparency, accountability, deliberation, and civic empowerment in policymaking. Economic value is created through a more efficient knowledge search, access to innovative solutions, and committed public, and thus, as a creation of crowd capital. These value creation points form a framework for analysing value in crowdsourced policymaking.

However, several factors determine the value creation process, and these factors can hinder value creation in crowdsourced policymaking. To realise the value of crowdsourcing in policymaking, several criteria have to be met. All aspects of value creation require a large enough participant group for producing ideas and sharing solutions online. Moreover, inclusiveness as a democratic value requires diversity in participation to ensure representation of a variety of arguments and viewpoints. Furthermore, the analysis process of

the crowdsourced input has to be efficient and feasible, particularly in cases in which the amount of crowdsourced data is large, up to thousands or tens of thousands of submissions. Without systematic and automated analysis methods the crowd’s input often remains unprocessed and is not even considered, thus mitigating the potential value of the crowdsourcing initiative.

Examining and understanding how and why crowdsourcing can provide value helps us predict the success of crowdsourced policymaking processes. It also helps us in designing and implementing better crowdsourcing processes. It also informs us as to when it may be fitting to use crowdsourcing in policymaking. If crowdsourcing is considered as a tool for a legislative reform, and there is not a pervasive internet access in the country, and there will not be a campaign to inform people about the possibility to participate, most likely only a small subset of people would participate, if any, mitigating all value creation aspects. Therefore, crowdsourcing may not be a suitable knowledge search method for such situations. But instead, if the legislative reform is carried out in a region with high internet penetration, and there is a campaign to inform people about the process, crowdsourcing has a higher chance of success. However, many factors, such as the participation activity, are hard, or impossible, to predict, due to the uncontrollable nature of crowdsourcing.42

The framework for value creation is derived from the present knowledge about crowdsourced policymaking. Crowdsourcing as a practice, however, is evolving with the parallel changes in participatory culture and communication technologies. Therefore, future research should examine the value creation dimensions by studying knowledge creation, democratic aspects, and economic value in several cases of crowdsourced policymaking, and update the framework as needed. Future research should also quantify value creation dimensions and the factors preventing it to examine the tipping points.
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